
SOURCE COMMODITIES LLC
NEW BROKERAGE FIRM LAUNCHES IN HOUSTON, TEXAS

Houston, TX — Leveraging several decades of combined high caliber brokerage experience with strategic insight, Source 

Commodities LLC launched operations earlier this year, in Houston, Texas. The firm has already attracted lead brokers 

in the energy and energy-related markets, and will be specializing in electric power, natural gas, refined products, and  

renewable energy. Clients working with the firm span globally and include banks, hedge funds, major energy corporations 

and public utilities.    

  

Principal and co-founder Chad Martin indicates, “We are active in a wide variety of power, comprising West, East and  

ERCOT, as well as environmental, natural gas, refined products and other related markets across North America. We  

welcome the opportunity to serve companies and institutions of any size, as we are uniquely positioned to provide the best 

in intelligence and liquidity within evolving energy markets.”   

  

Martin is widely regarded as a respected industry veteran whose credits include leading high-performing teams within 

West Power at Amerex; having majority ownership at Landmark Power Exchange; and managing the successful sale of the 

company to BGC. Many brokers from Martin’s Landmark team have already joined forces with him to create a diverse and 

strong group under the Source umbrella—a testament to his integrity and leadership. 

  

The core team that he has carefully assembled already includes seasoned key players within the energy arena who 

understand both their markets and the precision needed in every execution. Additionally, Mike Nemer, president of  

eRENEWABLE, has joined upper management. He will act as the Executive Advisor to the management team. Martin adds, 

“This company was founded with the intention to put the client first, create impeccable relationships with every institution 

we service—no matter the size—and maintain professionalism at every turn.”  

  

THE BEST SERVICE THROUGH THE HIGHEST STANDARDS  

Source Commodities ensures seamless trade execution on a wide selection of energy and energy-related markets.  

Moreover, the firm is committed to demonstrating integrity, as well as a firm dedication to hard work and strict adherence 

to ethical practices. 

 

Source Commodities is poised to be a leader in its field.

 

 For more information, please contact Source Commodities:

 281-657-9418

 info@sourceCB.com

 SourceCB.com
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